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BUGS: A DEFINITION

6 legs

8 legs

Many legs

No legs



THE “BUGGY” PROBLEM

 Bugs are among the most disliked, disregarded, and despised (Kellert, 1993)

 Have rightful reasons to dislike them

 Bite

 Sting

 Invade



MULTIFACETED ISSUE

 Two sources for our aversion towards bugs (Lockwood, 2013):

 Genetics predispositions, prepare us to be afraid and disgusted by bugs, phobias 

 Culture and society exploits genetic fears

-Terminix Poster

“The swarm is coming. 
Thousands upon 
thousands of termites, 
hungering for your 
home…”



LEISURE CONSTRAINTS

 Fear and disgust of nature predicts preference for outdoor rec (Bixler et al., 1994, 1997)

 Leisure is self-selective, displeasure of bugs reduces intrinsic motivation to 
purposefully interact with bugs

No motivation to 
look or explore  
further



IDEAL TOPIC (SHIPLEY & BIXLER, 2016)

 Bugs seem to be an ideal subject for environmental education and interpretation

 Already little formal education, gap in what is known 

 Provide for local and frequent experiences (Environmental Socialization Framework)

 Ideal for children

 Gateway to comfort in nature and wildland settings



ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIALIZATION FRAMEWORK

 FREMI

 Frequent

 Recurring

 Expanding

 Meaningful

 Immediacy 



AFRICAN SAFARI VS. INSECT SAFARI



PERFECT FOR CHILDREN 

 Gross and Disgusting

 Catching, Trapping, Controlling

 Use of Tools

 Discovery

 Observation 



FEAR, DISGUST, & FASCINATION






MOTIVATING BUG INTERACTIONS

 How do we get people to engage in bug-related programs?

 Two intertwined concepts:

 “Interestingness”

 Visual Attention



MANY BUGS ARE UNFAMILIAR

 Average species knowledge of a college sample was 13 bug names (Shipley & Bixler, 2017)

 Over a million species of insects world wide

VS



NOVELTY

 Novelty related to interest, a determinate for motivation (Hidi & Barid, 1986)

 Curiosity develops when a stimulus is (Berlyne, 1966):

 Novel

 Surprising

 Complex

 Ambiguous

 Curiosity motivates interest and exploration (Kashdan, et al., 2010)



FIRST IMPRESSIONS

 Novel bugs, first impressions

 External traits of bugs that are interesting that motivate curiosity

 Capture visual attention… 



VISUAL ATTENTION (UNEMA ET AL., 2005)

 Attention: brining into conscious mind (Broadbent, 1997)

 Limited Capacity – Pay attention

 “Filter”

 Foveal gaze

 Eye Tracking, ecologically valid proxy of visual attention

 Fixate on stimuli we find to be of interest



STUDIES

 Are there bugs that are unfamiliar and interesting?

 Do interesting bugs capture visual attention



FAMILIARITY 
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INTERESTINGNESS



EYE TRACKING: STIMULI



EYE TRACKING: EXPERIMENT



EYE TRACKING: RESULTS

 RM-ANOVA (F(1, 31) = 5.12, p = .031, r2 = .14)
 Pillbug (M = .32 seconds, SD = .25)

 Saddleback (M = .83 seconds, SD = .47)



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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